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The book reviews Mongolia’s foreign policy and relations with People’s Republic of China and
the Russian Federation in the last thirty years. It attempts to describe how Russia and China rival
to attract Mongolia into own geopolitical sphere, and the different tactics deployed by two
superpowers to achieve their political, economic, and other strategic objectives. The author has
described Mongolia’s foreign policy of balancing China and Russian’s influence, whilst also
pursuing national interests. The book is written in a bibliography format, referring to information
obtained from Mongolian, Russian, and Chinese trusted sources. The book is intended for
researchers of Russia and China’s foreign policies, in relation to small neighbour states such as
Mongolia.
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REFERENCES“The second edition of B. Baasansuren’s “Mongolia between Russia and China”
is a valuable research work as the author is a seasoned diplomat and
historian who possess first-hand information on and broad knowledge of Mongolia’s only



two neighbors, studied both in China and Russia and worked as a full-pledged member of
the Mongolian Embassies in Beijing and Moscow too. I appreciate his honest views, which are
supported by series of rare facts and thorough research. It is important and refreshing
to learn the far-reaching candid thoughts of a former diplomat on the tripartite relationship. There
is not a single Mongol diplomat who can remain indifferent of the perspectives of the relations of
the three neighboring countries. It is obvious that the learned researchers share a view that the
most pertinent means to develop relations with our two great neighbors is not to side one of
them and try to follow one’s own path. If that is so, I do think that neutrality is the only option for
Mongolia.”Ambassador Choinkhor Jalbuu (PhD)Senior Deputy Foreign Minister
(1990-1995)Founder and Director of the Mongolian Institute for Geopolitical Studies (since
2010)It is a timely and important book since it narrates about daunting challenges and
opportunities Mongolia faces in neighbor relations. It is indeed a marvelous reminder that a clear
vision and strategies in our neighbor relations management are the enablers of socio-economic
growth and sustainability of Mongolia. At a time of increased inflammation between the East and
West, contradictions and re-emergence of Cold War atmosphere, Mongolia stands at the
crossroad of geopolitics with its two great neighbors. Our next steps must be taken with great
care and an appropriate foreign policy, so that tripartite interests are met for increased
collaboration and trust.Ambassador (Dr.) Enkhsaikhan JargalsaikhanFormer Secretary of the
National Security Council (1993-1996)Merited Lawyer of Mongolia and Executive Director of the
Blue Banner NGOThe book became a very interesting work, having detailed the topic of positive
and negative influence of Sino-Russian relations in Mongolia. After reading it, the reader
involuntarily notices and begins to think how similar, in content, to the letter of the President of
China Yuan Shikai, sent to Bogd Khan in 1912, and the statement of the current Chinese
leadership, calling and reminding the leadership of Mongolia “to get on the train of development,
so as not to be thrown to the disturb of history.” This book has become almost significant from
the point of view of politics and security work, once again reminding our decision-makers and
students of international relations how vital it is to study the history, current state and future
trends of Sino-Russian relations, as well as the need to develop the study of the relations of
neighbors among themselves as an independent academic subject.Ambassador Bold Ravdan
(Ph.D.)Former Secretary, National Security Council of MongoliaAUTHOR
INTRODUCTIONBaasansuren Bayasgalan graduated the prestigious Russian State Institute of
International Relations of Moscow in 1978 and is a Mongolian veteran diplomat, whose career
spans over three decades working at the Department for Neighboring Countries in the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. Baasansuren was posted to Mongolian Embassies in Moscow and Beijing,
among others. Baasansuren’s first edition of this book was published in the Federal Republic of
Germany in 2014 and has since reached to a wide range of readers, especially outside of
Mongolia, once the book was made available on Ebook Tops. The book covers a broad range of
sensitive and important issues in foreign relations between Mongolia, China and Russia. In this
edition, Baasansuren captures new developments in Mongolia – Sino and Russian relations of



the last four years.It is fair to say that Mongolia’s neighbors, owing to a numerous external and
domestic factor, are slowly approaching each other closer. This is bringing both positive and not
so positive consequences to Mongolia. It is clear that regardless of the public debate, Mongolia
must learn to actively pursue and maintain amicable relations with its two large neighbors. As a
state, we need to be agile, strategic in taking advantage of opportunities presented and
proactively addressing the risks. As the interdependence and state interests between our three
countries deepen, Mongolia appreciates challenges of being sandwiched between large giants
and there are tremendous opportunities to access world’s growing economies and large
markets. I feel strongly that the book will help readers to understand the history and intricacies of
Mongolia’s relations with our neighbors and help to advance the interests of the Mongolian
people. Dashiin Byambasuren, Former Prime Minister of MongoliaJuly 16, 20181.
INTRODUCTIONMongolia is located between two geopolitical giants - Russia and China. There
are perhaps no other countries that are uniquely positioned between two countries that have
nuclear weapons, maintain permanent seats in the United Nations (UN) Security Council, and
are major economic players in the world. In stark contrast to these two countries, Mongolia is
considered very small. With a mere population of 3 million people, Mongolia is a developing
country with a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) worth of $11.4 billion and ranking 130th globally.
[i] The first and second chapters of the book describe history and current state of China and
Russia’s policy towards Mongolia. China and Russia’s foreign affairs policies have evolved
overtime, at times contradicting or conspiring against Mongolia. Subsequently, Mongolians were
both at winning and losing ends, depending on whether we had the resources required for
gathering and analyzing relevant information, projecting neighbor positions, and deploying
response policies.The third chapter of the book describes China’s ‘Soft Power’ policy, which
aims towards gradually establishing China-centered new world order and expanding its
influence beyond Asia. As the European saying goes, “neighbors are not chosen”. Mongolia’s
position is not by choice and Mongolia must skillfully navigate advancing national interests whilst
also balancing the demands of its two ‘big brothers’.The fourth chapter of the book describes
Mongolia’s national security challenges - being isolated, disconnected from other countries, and
entirely dependent on Russia and China for trade, fuel and energy. Additionally, Mongolia is a
developing country with no significant presence in the global community. Perhaps it is safe to
say that currently, there is no country that would be willing to contradict and damage its relations
with Russia and China. to support Mongolia. The chapter describes these challenges and poses
a series of questions for policymakers.In the fifth chapter, the author argues that the line of
thought that Mongolia is fully bent to Russian-Chinese pressure and does not have a bright
future, is misleading. Despite weak bargaining power, Mongolia has been relying on collective
solidarity and the rule of law, focusing on specific objectives, and adopting creative solutions.
‘Third neighbor’ policy is a representation of this. For example, Mongolia has concluded Treaties
for Friendly Relations and Cooperation with the Russian Federation in 1993 and with the
Peoples Republic of China in 1994. Both countries have fully acknowledged and reaffirmed



Mongolia’s independence, sovereignty as a state, and territorial integrity. Mongolia learnt
lessons from Manchu’s domination of Mongolia for over 200 years, followed by Russia’s
influence of 70 years, and has declared to pursue open, independent, and multi-pillared foreign
policy of ‘Third neighbor’ relations. The last chapter details the wins and losses of Mongolia’s
‘Third neighbor’ policy.In conclusion, until the mid-20th century, powerful countries used to
conduct geopolitics to occupy, annex and convert smaller states under their authority – whether
as dependent or protectorate. Towards the end of World War II, the world order experienced a
major shift where countries started interacting with one another on new principles. Thus, the
broader tendency of global geopolitical landscape took a more peaceful yet complex shape,
increasingly becoming a seamless web whose salient characteristic is dynamic equilibrium, not
rigidly imposed order. The new geopolitics are leaving behind untrammeled American
dominance and we observe an increasing competition between major powers such as Russia,
U.S., China, NATO and India. Relations in new world order are rife with risks of confrontation in
the event of a deadly miscalculation. As a small player, Mongolia is implementing policies to
benefit from the new rule, seeking to advance multi-lateral relations, and promoting domestic
development.Mongolia’s History of before the Soviet CollapseFrom 1691 to 1911, Outer
Mongolia was ruled by the Manchu Qing dynasty, prior to which Mongolians (including the Inner
Mongolians), Buryats, and other ethnic minority groups were under the unified Mongol
statehood established by Chinggis Khan.Chinggis khan’s legacy is well-remembered by former
member states, with pride and a strong sense of attachment. Therefore, to win over 300 year’s
long hidden competition of Russia and China, the 19th century Russian foreign policy is marked
with clear intent to replace this identity by expanding in the Central Asian region and the Far
East, thus fulfilling its ‘Russian-centered’ ambition. The century also saw the Russian Empire
expand into Finland, Poland, the Caucasus, and establish trading posts in Alaska and California.
Events of this century inspired Russian authors and artists to create what became known as the
‘Golden Age’ of Russian culture.Russia’s golden era soon ended, as the first half of the 20th
century was a turbulent time for Russia. The Russian Revolution of 1905 was a wave of mass
political and social unrest that spread through vast areas of the Russian Empire, some of which
was directed at the government. It included worker strikes, peasant unrest, and military mutinies.
It led to constitutional reform, including the establishment of the State Duma, the multi-party
system, and the Russian Constitution of 1906. Russia’s political system was going through
drastic and violent transformation, and then Stalin led the country through the violent period of
industrialization. The First World War started in 1914, Russia was allied with UK and France and
fought against Germany, Austro-Hungarian Empire and Turkey.Mongols cleverly used the
domestic turmoil and bourgeoisie revolution in China and Russia, to proclaim their
independence as a state in 1911 from the Manchu-led Qing China during the Xinhai Revolution.
However, Mongolia’s true independence from China occurred over a decade later. A tripartite
treaty of 1915 between Russia, China and Mongolia, was concluded in the city of Khiagta of
Outer Mongolia, which downgraded Mongolia’s autonomy to being under the Chinese



sovereignty. In the treaty, Mongolia could not conclude international treaties with foreign
countries regarding political and territorial questions. Although the treaty was met with much
criticism domestically, Mongolians continued to seek to break away from China. This opportunity
presented when China entered a state of turmoil between 1915-1919.Russian Bolsheviks saw
Mongolia as an ideal venue to extend their revolution aspirations. Mongolians turned to Soviet
troops and drew out the White Russian troops led by Roman von Ungern-Sternberg, who had
occupied Mongolian capital Khuree. With the support of Russian Red Army contingents,
Mongolians drew out the remaining Chinese troops. and proclaimed Mongolian ‘People’s
Government’. Naturally, this was met with strong discontent and fierce opposition from China. To
pacify the Chinese, Moscow signed an agreement that acknowledged Mongolia being part of
China. This calmed Sun Yat-sen and Chiang Kai-shi - Chinese leaders at the time.A failure in
Chinese revolution in 1925-1927 led to deterioration of relations between China and Russia.
Despite being de jury part of China, Mongolia was strongly influenced by Russia. International
atmosphere aggravated in 1930’s when Japan occupied North Eastern China and Soviet Far
Eastern parts. During this time, the conclusion of Agreement on Mutual Support between Soviet
Union and Mongolian People’s Republic played an important role in protecting Mongolia through
alignment to Russians. Mongolians even fought the Khalkhyngol River war against the Japanese
in World War II in support of the Russians. Since then, Soviet Union played an active role in
helping Mongolia gain international status. Resolutions of the Yalta Conference is the direct
consequence of shifting circumstances. Held in February 1945 after the nation-wide plebiscite in
Mongolia, the Resolution forced Chinese Chiang Kai-shek to accept the independency of the
Mongolian People’s Republic as a sovereign state. Chiang Kai-shi resisted the idea but
eventually gave in, after obtaining a commitment that Russians will not support the Chinese
Communist party. Therefore, it is safe to say that the Yalta Agreement marks Mongolia's
permanent division into an independent Mongolian People's Republic and a neighboring Inner
Mongolia of the Republic of China.What was the reason for Russia’s enthusiasm and brotherly
protection of Mongolia in early 20th century? One may explain Russia’s position as an extension
of Tsarist Russia’s policy of maintaining borders with a third country as opposed to country’s
immediate adversary (China). Soviet leaders have acknowledged that maintaining control over
Mongolia has practical benefits of gaining a “buffer region” in the event of Chinese military
advancements towards Russia.It is important to remember that for some thirty years following
the 1960s, the Communist Russia and the Communist China did not have friendly relations. In
fact, there were times of high tension that had escalated to the point that Soviets had stationed
over 100,000 troops along the Mongolian southern border. Russian troops used the sparsely
populated, vast deserts of Mongolia’s Gobi region as a shield from China. The presence of
Russian troops required provision of supplies and some financial support to Mongolia, and it is
estimated that during this period Mongolia received equivalent to current 10 billion Rubles. This
manifested in sizable investments in infrastructure and urban development. Russian financial
support uplifted Mongolia’s economy, enabling development of education and health sectors



and overall boost in living standards.Mongolia, on the other hand, saw Russian as the one and
only ally to guarantee Mongolia’s independence from China and sustainability as a nation.
Russian financial support was seen as a lever to gain free aid and develop the economy.
Presence of Russians in country was also welcomed due to expertise and knowledge brought
in. Gorbachev Agreement as a Turning PointIn February 1950, People’s Republic of China and
the Soviet Union signed a Treaty on Friendship and Mutual Assistance (1950-1979). The treaty
was an adaptation and continuation of the prior Treaty of the same name that was signed by
Soviet Union and the Nationalist Government of China in 1945. Treaty extension in 1950 was an
outcome of extended negotiations between Liu Shaoqi and Joseph Stalin. In the document,
Soviet Union recognized People's Republic of China as the new country, and recalling the
previous title of Republic of China. The treaty’s significance to Mongolians is that its Annex
covers bilateral recognition of Mongolia’s sovereignty and independence as a
state.Unfortunately, not long after the treaty was signed, Russia and China’s relations spiraled
down, with ultimate splitting until well after the treaty expired in 1980s. Several decades of
tension between the two countries made Mongolia nervous and uncertain, because it meant that
both countries terminated their reciprocal commitments in Mongolia.Before the Soviet
dissolution in early 1990s, several other nations (which are now 15 sovereign states) were in a
similar situation to Mongolia. They were part of production chains to cross SSR lines and
centrally controlled in all aspects of the economy. Along with these countries, Mongolia was
effectively a ‘puppet state’, which can be characterized as a state with nominal sovereignty, but a
foreign or otherwise alien power that effectively exercises control over economy and military. As
a ‘puppet state’, Mongolia could not avoid Russia’s forceful change of Mongolia’s culture and
identity, which only created a sense of loss and disconnect among the Mongolian public.
Sporadic public outbursts for reviving Mongolia’s history and culture were growing, but often
swiftly shut down.Russian world chess champion Garry Casparov’s interview and the aftermath
perhaps can depict well the political atmosphere of during that time. In his 1989 interview to a
magazine, he said, “An easy and effective way to address the Soviet economic crisis is to sell
East Germany with Berlin to West Germany. Then offer Mongolia to China.” Indeed, it was well-
recognized in Moscow, that Mongolia shall act under Soviet instructions, fulfilling the interests of
SSR as opposed to their own. Mongolians were dismayed at chess champion’s comments and
several hundred people went out to streets, protesting and marching outside the Soviet
Embassy in Ulaanbaatar. The incident occurred around the same time when Sino-Soviet treaty
had expired, and Mongolians were starting to demand clarity and independence of Mongolia’s
future.Decades of dependency on Russia, and lack of pro-Mongolian decision-making, caused
Mongolians to think deeply about our choices in alliance and consider positioning themselves
for the right future of Mongolia. Public sentiment started to shift in 1980’s from an unconditional
love of ‘Russian brothers’ to that of self-sufficiency. Newspapers started writing that “there is no
eternal friend but there are eternal interests of the state”, Mongolia should not overly rely on
foreign aid, seek Soviet protection, and instead pave own path of preserving Mongolia’s



independence as the first priority. The sentiment reflected Mongolian fear of another secret Sino-
Russian arrangement that would undermine Mongolia’s independence. In May 1989, Soviet
Chairman Mikhail Gorbachev visited China where he initiated negotiations with the Chinese
leader Deng Xiaoping seeking to end the Sino-Soviet split and normalize their relations. The trip
was planned without any knowledge of Mongolians. Russian Foreign Ministry’s China Mongolian
Division merely commented that discussions on Mongolia were “at high levels”. However, when
working at the Mongolian Embassy in China, a senior Chinese diplomat told the author that
keeping Mongolians out of the loop was intentional” in Sino-Russian negotiations strategy.
During the visit, Deng Xiaoping’s position was that Soviet Union had imposed its unilateral
domination in Outer Mongolia over the past 70 years and Chinese were not happy about it. Deng
pressed that Russians should withdraw their troops from Mongolia as a key precondition to
normalize Sino-Soviet relations. Deng reminded that China had been requesting this repeatedly
over the last 20 years, but Russia did not concur. Gorbachev accepted the offer, which reflects a
substantive gesture by the Soviet towards Beijing. Not long after this historic visit, Soviet Union
announced plans for military withdrawal from Mongolia. Conducting negotiations ‘behind the
back’ and deciding Mongolia’s fate was negatively received in Mongolia. There was major public
backlash with political commentators noting that the event serves a key lesson that Mongolia
should never blindly follow a single ally.In reality, Russians did not have the resources to fill the
void that emerged after Soviet withdrawal from Mongolia in 1991. China was also struggling
economically, and their focus was to address internal issues first. The breakdown of the Soviet
Union and withdrawal of Soviet interests in Mongolia meant that Russian or Chinese political
regimes no longer pressured Mongolia. For some 15 years following the separation from the
Soviets, Mongolians were finally able to choose own destiny. Literature of that time depicts
public atmosphere being similar to a feeling of “experiencing sunshine after being shadowed by
dark clouds for decades”. Mongolia benefited again from the domestic struggles of China and
Russia.China and Russia’s Position in the 21st CenturyChina and Russia’s strategy towards
Mongolia in the 21st century can be characterized by support and exercising policies with
complex and conflicting interests. On the one hand, one must acknowledge and praise Russia
and China for assisting in developing Mongolia into a modern state. On the other hand, the
extent of such kindness and helping hand was strictly limited to serving own interests. Some
resemble Russia and China’s position towards Mongolia as being similar to building a city. They
wanted to uplift the city, however only to a point of setting up a mid to low tier settlement,
somewhere below own Khukhkhot and Ulaan-Ude regional capitals. Never strong and vibrant
enough to compete with their own. Some Mongolian historians believe that the reason behind
this strategy is due to bitter memories of Mongolia’s historic might. “Russia and China’s reign
under Mongolia during the Great Mongol Empire. Powerful Mongols once ruled 10 out of the 24
states, which existed within the current Chinese territory. Given the history and past conflicts, the
fear that Mongols will stand on their feet if united with others continues to linger. China and
Russia will do everything to prevent that”.[ii] As Mongolian former Prime Minister Byambasuren



has aptly pointed out, “our neighbors are interested to keep Mongolia under their respective
influences, but away from the rest of the world”.[iii] Subsequent chapters will elaborate on these
policies and provide specific examples.The Future is In Our HandsWith globalization and
increasing world trade, Mongolia is at a unique crossroad of choosing its path. Mongolia has
been blessed with significant land size, wealth of natural resources, and easy access to two
world’s large markets. Mongolia’s contribution in international governance and collaboration is
starting to be noticed by other members of the global community. It is therefore important to let
go of old regimes where each small country was required to find a protégé in ideology and
governance approach. Mongolia can initiate engagements on a tripartite basis with new policies
that are in line with the new world order. Mongolia should also break away from the stereotype
image of an obedient and humble “younger brother”.2. RUSSIA’S POLICYThis chapter
provides a refresher on Mongolia’s history of gaining independence as a state, and the critical
role that Russia has played in securing this independence.Mongolia has been historically
heavily dependent on Russia, particularly in such industries as energy, fuel and railway
operations. This dependency continued after the Soviet Union’s collapse. The chapter will be
elaborate on this reliance and discuss pain points in Mongolian – Russian trade relations, which
are marked by heavy imports of Russian goods but significant barriers for Mongolian
exports.Additionally, the chapter describes the ‘debt trap’ that Mongolia fell during the Soviet
times. One would think that Russian write off the debt and Mongolian completion of paying the
remaining amount would allow Mongolia to ‘break free’ from Russian control. However,
numerous examples indicate that Russia continues to wield strong influence on Mongolia, with
an approach to counter China and other regional rivals.History OverviewRussia’s command
economy began to stagnate in 1970s after completing the initial high-growth period. At this point,
the flaws and inefficiencies of the Soviet system had become apparent. Rather than saving the
economy, various piecemeal reforms only undermined the economy's core institutions. Soviet
last leader Mikhail Gorbachev’s radical economic liberalization was the final nail in the coffin,
with localized interests soon unraveling the fabric of a system founded on centralized
control.During this time and through the 1980s, Russian leaders did not have much to do with
Mongolia due to turmoil requiring internal focus. The Soviet Union’s collapse not only threw
economic systems and trade relations throughout Eastern Europe into a tailspin, but it also
produced the upheaval within the Russian government and led to increased crime rates and
corruption. Gorbachev had removed state control of prices and encouraged a free market, but
industries and businesses could not change overnight. Widespread food shortages in Russia,
Mongolia and across ex-Soviet countries required focus on domestic reforms. Russian view was
that Mongolia would align fully to its Soviet ‘brothers’. [iv] However, Mongolia’s economy went
into free fall in 1991, the country now requiring fending for itself, instead of relying on Russian
aid.From early 2000’s, Russia re-kindled its interest in Mongolia, which is evident from a flurry of
Russian political and business groups that visited Mongolia in 2006, and expressed strong
interest in opening new business opportunities. The visits were a direct outcome of signing the



Moscow Declaration in 2006, which established strategic partnership of Russia and Mongolia.
Since then, many high-level Russian officials visited Ulaanbaatar: Former Russian President
Dmitrii Medvediev, President Putin, Prime Minister and Speakers of the Upper and Lower
Houses of the Federal Council, Russian Foreign Ministers, to name a few. As a token of
exchange, Mongolian state officials representing the government and parliament have been
paying official visits to Moscow at two to three-yearly intervals. It is important to remember that
these visits were unprecedented throughout the entire seven decades of Mongolian-Russian
relations preceding 2006.Figure 1 Russian President Putin and Mongolian President Battulga in
Vladivostok, 2019Figure 2 Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov in Ulaanbaatar, 2017Some believe
that Russia has been secretly steering Mongolian politics, including elections outcome that favor
the Russian side. For example, in 2005 Mongolian presidential elections, Nambaryn Enkhbayar,
Chairman of pro-Russian Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party (MPRP), was elected as the
new Mongolian president. At the time, four candidates stood in the 2005 presidential election.
Enkhbayar had been chairing MPRP since 1997, and was regarded as the clear favorite in the
election.[v] He committed to increase foreign investment and continue to liberalize the economy
to try and address poverty in Mongolia.[vi] His main rival was Mendsaikhany Enkhsaikhan of the
Democratic Party, who was supported by anti-communists and called for lower taxes for
business and subsidies for poorer families. However, he was disadvantaged by divisions within
the Democratic party. Russian Dmitrii Medviediev was the first foreign head to congratulate N.
Enkhbayar, which took place not long after Enkhbayar’s oath taking ceremony. Russian media at
the time lauded the outcomes, attributing this to ‘Russian guidance’ and labelling S. Bayar and
N. Enkhbayar as “our guys”.In late April 2008, Russian media put a story of public survey
outcomes, and predicted that Mongolia’s Democratic Party is likely to prevail in the State Great
Khural (parliament) elections, that had been scheduled to take place in July of this year. The
national survey was conducted in collaboration with the Mongolian Sant Maral polling agency.
Russians paid close attention in election outcome and had a clear preference for pro-Russian
candidates. Legislative elections were held in Mongolia on 29 June 2008 and a total of 356
candidates ran for the 76 seats in the State Great Khural. According to official results published
on 14 July, at least 39 seats were won by the ruling MPRP, and at least 25 seats by the main
opposition party - the Democratic Party (DP). The intermediate results published on 30 June
showed MPRP victory. Democratic Party chairman Elbegdorj declared on 1 July that the
elections were rigged and that his party would not accept the results. In a press conference held
on 7 July, DP politicians Dambyn Dorligjav, Zandaakhuugiin Enkhbold and Lamjavyn Gundalai
declared that there had been massive irregularities with voter registration. Some of their claims
were later repudiated by the central registry office. Other allegations were irregularities in the
counting process, and voter bribery.On July 2, 2008, K. Simonov from the Center for Political
Discourse, K. Loginov and researcher of Mongolia, Ms Boikova, co-authored a column
describing the election situation and expressed Russia’s concerns of instability in Ulaanbaatar,
which started on 1 July as a peaceful gathering in Sukhbaatar square, organized by the leaders



of some of the smaller parties that took part in the elections. Eventually a large crowd gathered,
mainly of young men, surrounding the adjacent MPRP headquarters. The group started throwing
rocks at the building and eventually advancing on it. Smaller police force responded with batons,
water cannons, tear gas, rubber bullets, and live ammunition. Public outburst quickly turned into
uncontrolled riots, vandalism, and attacks of the MPRP headquarters, resulting in five people
losing their lives and over 300 being injured. A four-day state of emergency, the first in
Mongolia's history was declared at by the Mongolian President, effective 11:30 p.m. on 1 July.
Although small in number, the July tragedy took much larger significance symptomatic of the
nation’s political crises and increasing divide between the rich and poor.Whilst the article
echoed Russian government support for Mongolia, they noted that Russia’s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs recommends a curfew as the next step to calm social dissent. More importantly, the
article recommended the formation of a coalition government as the most viable option. Several
other Russian media outlets reiterated this recommendation.[vii] Interestingly, all points capture
in Russia’s recommendation was swiftly taken on board. On 28 August, most of the DP
representatives in the new State Great Khural decided to attend the parliament, and all but
Elbegdorj were sworn in. On 11 September, S. Bayar was elected as Prime Minister of a coalition
government between MPRP and DP.Mongolian political observers question if this outcome was
directed by Russia because Mongolians in power were unlikely to come up with a coalition
government proposal in such short period. Could it be that due to Russian influence, MPRP
Chairman Bayar proposed to set up the coalition government through a non-conventional way of
solution at his party conference?In the view of the Russian media, the aftermath of Mongolia
elections that resulted in riots resembled the Color Revolution of Georgia and Ukraine. Putin
maintains a strong distaste against revolutions, as they result in loss of lives and creates political
instability. Russia commended the four-day curfew Mongolia announced to curb social
instability. Prior to State Great Khural elections, an article in the Wall Street Journal warned,
“Unless U.S. administration does not care of Moscow’s increased ambition towards Mongolia,
not only the democracy in Asia will be endangered, but also Mongolia’s future”. Perhaps the
article was fitting to express the level of power and interest that Russians maintain in Mongolian
politics.Not long before the State Great Khural elections, Mongolian Prime Minister S. Bayar paid
an official visit to Moscow. Russian reception was a re-kindled enthusiasm coupled with a
stronger position to meet Russian long-term interests in Mongolia, perhaps due to Moscow’s
fatigue of Mongolia’s lack of appreciation and reciprocity for financial aid. Shortly before Bayar’s
visit, Russian influential daily newspaper “Izvestia” issued an article criticizing Mongolians for not
pursuing consistent policy in bilateral economic relations and for imposing pressure on Russian
companies in Mongolia. Around the same time, Victor Illyukhin, Deputy Chairman of the
Standing Committee on Legal and State Affairs of the State Duma wrote a letter to Russian
Foreign Minister Lavrov requesting to yield more pressure on Mongolian Prime Minister.Illyukhin
pointed out that Mongolian government maintains a hostile economic policy towards Russia,
listing several examples of this policy. Firstly, he asked to bring up the issue of Erdenet copper



and molybdenum mine, 48% of which are Russian owned. Russia was dissatisfied that the
Erdenet mine has not been yielding sufficient profits and the mine’s copper concentrate were
being exported to countries other than Russia. He pointed out that the Erdenet joint venture paid
$400 million in taxes to the government of Mongolia, but the business claims to suffer $196
million profit loss, which was largely born by the Russian Federation. Secondly, he reminded that
Russia has an inferior position in Mongolia’s coal, energy, road and infrastructure sectors due to
the Mongolian windfall tax imposed on Russian companies. He stressed that the Windfall Tax
Law is in breach of the Agreement on Protection of Investment signed between Russia and
Mongolia. According to the letter, Mongolia is becoming increasingly hostile towards Russia,
attempting to sell off Russian stake in Mongolia.[viii] Mongolian displays an attitude of a
‘consumer’, who arrives to Moscow with a string of requests on petroleum, grains and financial
loans, but does not repay arrears lingering from the Soviet Union times. Russian leaders were
advised to focus discussions on few topics – Russian stake in Ulaanbaatar Railway, settling
Mongolia’s debt with Russia, and increasing petroleum and agricultural imports from Russia.
Any Mongolian request for loans would be declined.[ix] Victor Illyukhin also proposed the
Minister for Foreign Affairs to give Mongolian PM due notice on breach of Agreement on
Protection of Investment which is limiting Russian interests and advised to restrict hydrocarbon
export until tax concession is offered to Russian companies in Mongolia. The recommendations
were taken onboard as seen from Moscow’s reception of Bayar. Bayar was reminded of all the
above.Less than a year after Mongolian parliamentary elections, in May 2009, President Putin
stopped in Mongolia en route to Russia from an official visit in Japan. This was a busy period
with only one week until Russian presidential elections. During the visit, Putin managed to
establish the Russia-Mongolian joint company “Infrastructure Investment”. Russian press wrote
extensively about Russian interests to engage in infrastructure projects, particularly in
modernizing Mongolia’s railway infrastructure and increase transit of freight through
Mongolia.The visit took place not long after the pro-western Tsakhiagiin Elbegdorj, leader of the
Democratic Party, had won Mongolian presidential elections. It is possible that Putin was
concerned that Russian-Mongolian prior plans will change. This is clear from Dmitri Medvediev’s
visit, the newly elected Russian president, who arrived in Ulaanbaatar on 28 August 2009 on the
70th anniversary of the Khalkhyn Gol Battle. Although President Medvediev was not in
attendance of the jubilee reception, he met with President Elbegdorj before departure,
announcing Russia’s decision to write off 98 percent from the 11 billion dollars Mongolia owed to
Russia. Medvediev noted, “the remaining balance of 198 million dollars can be resolved within
the framework of Strategic Partnership”[x]. With these words, Russian President indicated
Russian interest to maintain stakes in Mongolian railway project. Russia was generous to write-
off the debt, but Moscow retained its ability to flex its power for the remaining debt. The details of
write-off and execution took place in the following years.The debt forgiveness has been a long
time coming and has roots in the bilateral relationship between the two neighbors dating back to
the early 1990s when Mongolia had borrowed heavily from the Soviet Union. In the early 2000s,



its debt burden stood at around $10 billion. In 2004, Russia and Mongolia had worked out a deal
that would allow Ulanbataar to pay off 11.4 billion in convertible rubles of debt from the Soviet
era for a payment of “less than $300 million”. Many question the reason for Russia’s generosity
as the debt forgiveness arrangement may look less favorable from Moscow’s perspective in
retrospect.Figure 3 President Putin and President Battulga in Ulaanbaatar, 2019After more than
two decades of wars, revolutions and economic collapses, residents of states formerly part of
the Soviet Union are more than twice as likely to say the split from Russia harmed their countries
than benefitted them, according to Gallup poll results. Gallup asked more than a thousand
citizens of 11 former Soviet states to reflect on the dissolution of the Soviet Union, and found a
nostalgic, Russophilic streak among seven of the 11 countries it surveyed – even Ukraine, where
hundreds of thousands have taken to the streets of Kiev to protest Russian President Vladimir
Putin’s influence in their country. Russians, too, appear to lament the USSR dissolution, with 55
percent saying it harmed Russia and only 19 percent reporting benefit.[xi]Russian government’s
attitude towards past members of the Soviet Union family shows pragmatism and efforts to
ameliorate relations. Russia has addressed similar issues concerning outstanding debts with
several Cold War-era states such as Syria, Cuba, Iraq, North Korea, Libya, and Afghanistan.
Moscow has lessened its aggressive stance on relations with countries in the former Soviet
Union, and changed to adoption of “soft” power channels in early 2000s.It is important to note
that the generosity and softened approach has always maintained a neo-imperialist tone.
Moreover, Kremlin has been demonstrating increasing bellicosity and use of “hard” power,
including military and economic pressure in the last few years.[xii] Russia has not been shy
about expressing its dissatisfaction at the state of affairs in these countries, and has given
repeated diplomatic warnings to countries such as Mongolia, not to pursue policies damaging
Russia’s position in the region.For example, Russia did not hide its irritation when Mongolia
conducted small-scale military exercises in 2006 when it sent contingents to Afghanistan, Iraq
and African countries, and exchanged delegations with America. Russian article titled “Mongolia
- Pentagon’s Trojan Horse”, concluding that President Elbegdorj is actively looking to expand
military collaboration more broadly. The article argues that U.S. Defense Minister Donald
Rumsfeld’s visit to Mongolia, not long after President Bush’s visit, sought to expand U.S. military
presence in the region. U.S presence in Mongolia will help to counter regional development and
“respond if things spiral out of control”.[xiii] The article criticized the annual military exercise
“Khan Quest” held in Mongolia with participants from the U.S. and other states. Started in 2003,
Khan Quest brings together over a dozen international military representatives to engage in the
sharing of practices for multinational peacekeeping operations. In the exercise, personnel gain
United Nations peacekeeper training, and are recognized for support in international
peacekeeping operations.[xiv] Russian write that U.S. recent interest in Mongolia is due to
“Mongolia’s territory of 600 thousand square miles, which is ideal for aerial surveillance of
neighbor states”. Russians are aware that many U.S. political leaders are educated in America,
and favor pro-American foreign policy.Another inflammatory remark was made by Vladimir



Zhirinovsky in 2010. As a prominent member of Russia’s state parliament, Zhirinovsky said: “as
a subject matter expert with over 18 years of first-hand experience, I know that in the Far East,
Mongolia and Korea can be annexed. Let us unify Mongolia with Russia’s Siberian regions and
Korea with the Far Eastern federal districts. Koreans used to fight against Japanese and the
Chinese are now wielding pressure over Korea. In the long run, smaller countries must merge
with bigger ones since they cannot afford to maintain neutrality and independence. The analogy
is, “no matter how affluent small-town villagers are, they will always be ruled by urbanites”. That
is, of course, if the people of those countries want to join us. There is no stake for Russia in this
because we need nothing from Mongolia and Korea. Let us look at recent examples. Half of
Mongolia’s livestock froze to death during the latest winter. Had Mongolia been part of Russia,
we could have bought and tinned all of their animals. Now the few millions of Mongols have
neither livestock nor the money. What can you do if you are a small country? The backbone of
their economy is animal husbandry, which has been repeatedly hit by natural calamities. They
have over 30 million animals and only two million people. They deserted us when Russia was
weak and struggling. Yet Mongolians are now begging us money. All of them, including
Yanukovytch, Lukashenko and Kyrgyzs are begging Russia to sell goods for lower price. Is
Russia a cash cow that is expected to give away dairy products cheaply or freely? Are we
expected to say “Take it! All the Belorussians, Moldavians, Ukrainians, Kyrgyzs - you can take
everything. Should we be looking after them when these countries are writing in their school
textbooks that Russia is an occupant, once colonial empire that has hampered their economic
development? Should we help when they are operating museums about Russia’s occupation of
their land?” Let’s take a recent example of their request to initiative flights between Moscow and
Tbilisi. What is the purpose of flying to Russia if you claim us to be occupants? Statements such
as these display immaturity and childish behavior. They criticize and disparage Russia because
we have been close to them, just like children only know to attack own parents”. Known for his
fiery Russian nationalism and broad anti-Semitic asides, Zhirinovsky is a geopolitician who
encouraged carefully delineating "spheres of influence", where smaller states like Mongolia are
consumed by larger states, thus removing potential sources of conflict.Another example was in
2011, when Russia was hit with domestic fuel crisis and subsequently reduced exports. This led
to fuel shortage in Mongolia, being fully reliant on Russian fuel. Knowing that Mongolian
President Elbegdorj’s visit to Russia will be dominated with fuel supply requests, Russia
postponed the visit. Following this, Russian media wrote sarcastically that “Mongolian
Presidents only come for petroleum”.[xv] When the visit took place at a later time, Russia’s
position was stiff. There was no substantive resolution to fuel shortage in Mongolia, except for
symbolic decisions to set up a working group to study the issue. This was captured in a Joint
Statement signed by the leaders of two countries at the end of this visit. During the visit, when
the Mongolians side requested to increased export volume of petroleum products, which were in
acute shortage in Mongolia, Russian Prime Minister (at the time) Putin’s response was that he
will delegate to his Deputy and officers concerned, to survey a possibility of immediate supply



from the reserves of the Russian Rosneft company. By downgrading Mongolia’s plea, Russians
gave a subtle reminder that Russia’s interests will be kept intact. According to Baabar,
Mongolians were puzzled by Russian cold response and the visit did not bring any tangible
outcomes.[xvi]Similarly, in 2013, Russians declined Mongolian request to arrange a bilateral
meeting during the World Economic Forum days in Davos, when President Elbegdorj was keen
to meet Medvediev privately. This was likely due to Putin already setting a plan to implement
Russian fuel embargo. Around this time, Russian Prime Minister was sending out letters to
Russian large businesses informing of impending slowdown of intergovernmental agreements.
He urged businesses to refrain from committing into any new projects. In Mongolia, petroleum
prices shot up on two occasions, largely due to pressure by Russian state-owned companies on
Mongolian government that had been established some three months earlier. Stuck to high
prices of petroleum products, Mongolian new government had to offer subsidies to national
petroleum importers, which shrunk state budget in 2013 and 2014. Russia’s regional neo-
imperialist position extends to 1990s, when Russia announced in the UN rostrum that it will keep
its interests in the former Soviet Union region. Russian foreign policy takes root in a view of
Russian centrality, which can be clearly seen from Russian policy concepts enacted in 2013 and
2017. The documents discuss containing Western influence not just in the Russian Federation,
but across the former Soviet Union’s spheres of influence.[xvii]It is important to note that
Russia’s enthusiasm in engaging Mongolia did not continue for long and declined after 2014.
This was possibly due to start of Western economic embargo on Russia. Russia started re-
approaching China and declined from key areas of traditional collaboration with Mongolia in
recent years. For example, Russia sold the 49 percent of its share in Erdenet mine 2016 – a
mine that continues to contribute significantly to Mongolia’s state budget. Russia also handed
over its stakes is Monrostsvetmet, a geological exploration and mining company.However,
Russia did not relinquish all of its strategic assets in Mongolia. For instance, “Ulaanbaatar
Tumurzam” (Ulaanbaatar Railway JSC) with 1,800-kilometer-long railways, is of strategic
importance to the Mongolia’s economy, remains a Russian- Mongolian joint venture. The
company dates to June 1949 and presently employs some 14,000 people, owns 100
locomotives and about 3,000 wagons. Russia and Mongolia have equal holding of shares in the
JSC’s authorized capital. Prior to this, until 2004, the powers of the shareholder were exercised
by the Russian side - Russia’s Ministry of Railways, then called Federal Agency for Railway
Transport, then followed by representation by another organization from December 2009.
[xviii]Additionally, Mongolia’s energy sector’s reliable operations continue to fully dependent on
Russia. Nearly all Mongolian Western provinces receive electricity from Russia. In addition, 90
percent of petroleum products used in Mongolia are imported from Russia, suggesting the
Russian authority in Mongolia’s lifeline sectors is as strong as ever. This means that despite
some decrease of Russian interest in Mongolia, Russian is keen to maintain its strong foothold
in Mongolia.If we consider the view of the public, it is fair to say that most Mongolians commend
the decisive role of Russia (former Soviet Union) in assisting Mongolia to achieve national



independence and to proclaim us as a sovereign state. Many will also say that if not for the
Russians, we would have lived in medieval, backwards state. Economic development,
industrialization, urbanization, and overall uplift in people’s educational levels would likely not
have happened without the Soviet help. Some people even share highest regards for ‘Russian
brothers’ as the past and future guarantee of for Mongolia’s independence because it is thanks
to Russia that Mongolia joined the UN as a member state in 1961 despite great difficulties.The
challenge, however, is that Mongolia does not have a clear, far-sighted vision for future and
alignment across government organizations. Mongolian President Battulga (then Minister for
Food and Agriculture) stated in 2014 that not only our immediate neighbors but also third
neighbors are complaining: “there is not clear policy at the highest echelon of the Mongolian
state. The feedback from other countries is that Mongolian official’s position is not only
unreliable and even imprudent.[xix] Battulga noted his observation of increasing fatigue and
annoyance from the neighboring states. “We cannot confirm if what Mongolian officials say is
factual and truthful”. Whilst this sounds harsh, it is an unfortunate reality of Mongolia’s lack of
coordination and strategic engagement with its neighbor states. Russian Chair of Federal
Council of the Federal Assembly privately noted the same sentiment when Mongolian
parliamentary delegation visited Moscow in late 2016. She said that the prevailing view of
Mongolians among the Russian government and business community is “Mongolians are
erratic, irresponsible and unable to commit to pledges”.The author believes that Mongolians
stood up on their feet thanks to the Soviet help when SSR was once a world superpower. It is
important to acknowledge the financial and technical support of Russians. Undoubtedly,
throughout 30 odd years between 1960 and 1990, Mongolia accomplished considerable in the
areas of economy, culture, education, and social development. Outlook in Russian-Mongolian
relations is not necessarily positive - shortsighted view, inability to gain internal alignment and
honor commitments is indeed the major weak point that is hindering sustainability of Mongolia’s
relations with Russia. These issues must be rectified as they provide the foundation for friendly
and trusting neighbor relations, which in turn will benefit Mongolia’s socioeconomics.Russia’s
Economic PolicyForeign policy of any country is a continuation of its economic policy. Mongolia
stands for economic independency as exemplified by mining of the large copper deposit Oyu
Tolgoi together with Western partners, and as seen from putting the Tavan Tolgoi mine into
economic circulation without seeking collaboration from Russia and China.When Mongolia
scrapped communism in 1990, about 110,000 Russians lived in the country, according to figures
from the Kremlin-sponsored Russian Cultural Center in Ulaanbaatar. The next decade saw an
exodus of Russians. And today -- while many children of mixed Mongolian-Russian heritage
have adopted Mongolian citizenship, and a few hold prominent positions in business and
government -- the center estimates only 1,600 Russian passport holders remain permanent
residents in Mongolia.[xx] Most speak Mongolian. As Russian businessmen left, joint ventures
were transferred to the Mongolian side. The number of Russian companies with licenses in
Mongolia has significantly decreased, now amounting to mere 50 registered entities.



Nevertheless, Russia’s stakes in Mongolia are sufficient to influence Mongolian economy.
Russian ventures contribute to 20 percent of Mongolia’s energy sector, hold 50 percent of
Mongolia’s railway network and maintain full control over petroleum industry.Russia is keen to
bring Mongolia into its economic ‘sphere of control’ as shown in its support to welcome
Mongolia in the Eurasian Economic Union and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO).
The Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) is a free trade agreement that came into being in 2015 to
increase economic cooperation and raise the standard of living of its members. Member
countries include Russia, Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan. The EAEU provides
for free movement of goods, services, capital, people and labor, provides for common transport,
agriculture and energy policies, with provisions for a single currency and greater integration in
the future, whilst pursuing coordinated, harmonized and single policy in the sectors determined
by the Treaty and international agreements within the Union.[xxi]The Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO), or Shanghai Pact, is a Eurasian political, economic, and security alliance,
the creation of which was announced on 15 June 2001 in Shanghai, China by the leaders of
China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan; the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization Charter, formally establishing the organization, was signed in June 2002 and
entered into force on 19 September 2003.[xxii]In March 2015 Tatiana Dmitriyevna Valovaya,
Member of the Ministers Council of the Eurasian Economic Union in charge of integration, and
key macro-economic sectors, came to Mongolia to propose us the collaboration with the
Eurasian Economic Union. V.B. Khristenko, Chairman of the Ministers Council of the Eurasian
Economic Union met with President Elbegdorj during his visit to Moscow on the 70th
Anniversary of the Great Patriotic War in May 2015 and expressed his support for Mongolia to
join the Eurasian Economic Union. President Elbegdorj accepted to conclude the Memorandum
of Understanding on cooperation between the Government of Mongolia and the Economic
Union.In addition, special envoy of the Russian President in charge of SCO paid visit to
Mongolia in November of 2017 to familiarize with country and discuss Mongolia’s membership.
Secretary General of the SCO had visited Mongolia in 2007, 2014 and 2018. They repeated
their proposal during further meetings with our heads of state and officials of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. Moreover, Russia repeated these two proposals when Prime Minister of
Mongolia (Erdenebat and Khurelsukh) met with Dvorkovich, Deputy Chairman of the Russian
Government, in Saint Petersburg in 2017 and 2018. Over the past two decades, these two
issues have been in the agenda of all high-level meetings held through bilateral state,
government, and parliament channels.Some changes occurred in the SOC composition from
2017. Nuclear powers like India and Pakistan joined as member states. Iran with influence in the
Middle East is likely to join in the near future. SOC, which was consisted of Central Asian states
and is led by the Russian Federation and the People’s Republic of China. It recently expanded
through introduction of major countries as members.It is fair to say that SOC is evolving from
once being a previous institution under the influence of our two neighbors ruled by their policies
and direction. Despite conversations about Mongolia’s increased role in these organizations for



several years, none have eventuated. As a non-member state, Mongolia is missing out on their
activities such discussion and collaboration in transportation, energy, telecommunication,
infrastructure, oil and natural gas sectors. The author believes that Mongolia should weigh the
pros of becoming a full-fledged member. This will help Mongolia to take active part in the
corporate activities, move forward our tripartite projects around road infrastructure development,
and potentially link Russia and China through Mongolia.Challenges and Barriers for TradeSome
30 years ago, 97 percent of Mongolia’s foreign trade turnover was with the Soviet Union. This
has dropped to 10 percent by 2017. On the other hand, Mongolia’s trade with China has
significantly in these 30 years – rising some 50 folds and amounting to nearly 70 percent of
Mongolia’s all foreign trade in 2017. One can conclude that our two neighbors have replaced
each other’s positions in terms of Mongolian trade in the last three decades. Despite the
geographical proximity, Mongolia does not have much to export. In the last 10 years, Republics
of Altai, Buryatia and Tuva of the Russian Federation constitute over 70 percent of our trade with
the Russian Federation.One area of interest at government level is access to Mongolia’s
uranium deposits. In late 2010, Russia consolidated its position on Mongolia’s uranium and
concluded bilateral agreements. These include Agreement on exploration of uranium and
cooperation in the field of atomic energy, Memorandum of Cooperation on training of experts,
and an Agreement for setting up a joint venture “Dornod Uranium”. According to
“Geologorazvedka”, in 2014 Russia had 15 uranium exploration licenses in Mongolia.It is
believed that Mongolia and Soviet Union maintained confidential agreements in mining uranium
deposit of Mardai, which is situated in the eastern part of Mongolia. The Dornod area was
prospected for uranium ore by the Soviet Union beginning in the late 1940s. In 1972, a Soviet
geological expedition discovered significant uranium reserves and in 1988 the Erdes Mining
Enterprise began operation. Mardai was a "secret city" that housed the mine's Russian
engineers and technical staff. Mining stopped in 1993 following the fall of the Soviet Union and
Mongolian independence, and Mardai, which had housed about 10,000 Soviet personnel, was
completely abandoned.[xxiii]Russian renewed its interests in Mongolian uranium and Russian
“Atomoredmetzoloto”, Mongolian state-owned “Monatom”, then Canadian “Khan Resources”,
had agreed to operate Mardai deposit a consortium titled “Tov Azi Uran” in 2009. In this, 58
percent was owned by Canada and 21 percent by Mongolia and Russia respectively. Not long
after signing the agreement, Russia wanted to escalate its role in the field of uranium in
Mongolia and reduce the Canadian’s share. Russia initially said they are willing to explore
various options to resolve Mardai shareholder disagreements, without involving the international
arbitrage. Russian did not exert any effort on these options but pledged to help Mongolia in
finding a capable legal firm should the issues escalate to the International Court of Arbitration.
[xxiv]As of 2017, Mongolia was importing $1.5 billion worth of petroleum products from the
Russian Federation and exporting products of $250 million annually in return. Thus, the trade
has been to the loss of the Mongolians. Given Russia and Mongolia share nearly 4,000
kilometers of borders, one can say that our bilateral trade is miniscule in size. The Russian side



has shown some effort to enhance the trade since 2017 and has formally reopened its trade
office in Ulaanbaatar, which had been shut in the last 20 years.At the invitation of President
Battulga, Russian President’ Special Envoy Trutniev visited Mongolia in April 2018. During the
visit, he reaffirmed that the Russian Federation would support Mongolian Government for
concluding the free-trade agreement (FTA) with the Eurasian Economic Union and said of
political and economic opportunity for frank discussions to identify new areas of cooperation
based on detailed survey of one another’s necessity and requirement. It is imperative for
Mongolia to conclude the FTA with member countries of the Eurasian Economic Union. This will
increase the volume of Mongolian primary export products like meat, meat products, leather,
wool and cashmere products, and remove tariff and nontariff barriers that hamper the trade. The
agreement can be concluded once Mongolia joins Eurasian Economic.The Russian Federation
might have interest to engage with Mongolia through its South Eastern entities. Russian
geopolitical analyst I. A. Nikolaichuk in his research titled “Mongolia’s Geopolitics in the
Multipolar World” suggested Russia should give security status to Mongolia same as member
countries of the Community of Independent States. Mongolia, like Kazakhstan, has an important
role in Russia’s regional geopolitics. Economically Mongolia needs to be involved in the Baikal’s
Economic Union, which could have Mongolia, Chita district, Buryatia, Altai and Tuva Republics.
Taking into consideration Mongolia’s overwhelming dependency on Russia in terms of fuel and
energy, there is no option for Mongolia to have an economic engagement with the Russian
Federation and continue importing these two commodities in the future. The shrinking of Russia-
Mongolia economic ties has multiple reasons, among which Mongolia is not actively seeking
Russian investment, and instead competing to supply its materials into the global market.Fuel
and PetroleumIn 1963, the Russian geologists led by M.K. Kalinko carried out survey in
ZuunBayan and Tsagaanels deposits of Dornogovi province and revealed 2.7 million ton of oil
deposit. Based on this, a small-scale refinery opened to provide the southern Mongolian
provinces with A-66 petrol. It used to exploit 450,000 tons of crude oil and import 550,000 tons
from the Western Siberia by railways to produce roughly 1 million tons of petrol. However, the
crude oil was not cost effective and hard to blend. According to Kalinko, refining crude oil costed
of 10 kopeiks, while blended one costed 9 kopeiks. This was more than double the cost of
importing at mere 4 kopeiks. Therefore, the refinery operated for 10 years with marginal benefits
but later closed.Mongolia has been dependent on Russian petroleum and the import quantities
have grown year to year. Mongolia’s petroleum imports from Russia grew from 779,600 tons in
2009, to 886,400 tons in 2010 and 1.5 million tons in 2017. Currently 98 percent of our
consumption is being imported from the Russian Federation and only one and 0.6 percent from
the People’s Republic of China and the South Korea, respectively. The increasing fuel demand in
Mongolia is an outcome of economic growth. Mineral Authority of Mongolia pointed in 2014 that
Mongolia’s petroleum demand grew by 10 percent per annum.[xxv] The annual spend of
petroleum has been $110,000 in 2000. Since then, it has risen to $1.2 billion in 2017. Petroleum
and lubricated materials constitute 42 percent of all import goods of Mongolia. The costs are



equivalent to Mongolia’s quarter of our export revenues.[xxvi] Petroleum demand is expected to
continue rising.Russia was not pleased for not being able to engage in Oyu Tolgoi and Tavan
Tolgoi deposit mining, and has scolded Mongolia for being ‘irresponsible’ on the bilateral
cooperation for major projects. The response may have been Russia maintaining more stringent
pricing policy of its petroleum product imports. What this means is that Mongolia pays higher
price for Russian petroleum, compared to other Russian clients. Mongolia has been requesting
the softening of this policy as exemplified in 2012 when Mongolian Deputy Prime Minister
Russian Ambassador in Mongolia on several occasions to maintain stable prices and reduce
petroleum prices for Mongolia. Russian response to Terbishdagva was that Donskoi requested
Russian Railways Company to participate in Mongolian Tavan Tolgoi coal deposit projects and
to expand Mongolia’s railways. Terbishdagva acknowledged that the Russian side could own 49
percent of the 1,800 long railway infrastructures to be built in Mongolia.In addition to Russian
control of petroleum prices, changes to agreed supply quantities without sufficient notice has
also been an ongoing challenge. Russian companies have historically drastically cut already
agreed amounts of petroleum supply or increased its prices, which had been frustrating
Mongolians for years. This often occurred in Spring and Autumn seasons during agricultural
seasons and increased fuel demand periods and often resulted in fuel shortage across the
country. Russians also employed this policy when seeking Mongolian approval to establish the
fully Russian-owned petrol stations in Mongolia. This type of proposal had been made by the
Russian Rosneft to Mongolian Ministry of Industry and Trade in 2008, 2011 and 2017. Russia
noted that the presence of these stations will be beneficial for Mongolia as can potentially
increase price competitiveness. Mongolia has continuously turned down the request citing
domestic legal framework, which restricts any given external supplier that provides over 30
percent of oil products, to enter the Mongolian market.Regarding the benefits of additional
Russian owned petrol stations in Mongolia, Mongolian Head of the Fuel Policy Division at the
Ministry of Mines and Heavy Industry, reminded that the entrance of Rosneft will not guarantee
drop in petrol prices. This is due to immature taxation environment, high costs of transportation,
marketing, and retail. He believes that the petroleum products prices at Russian stations will be
similar to that of domestic importers.[xxvii]The single-hand decision making on petroleum prices
for Mongolia, and an unfairly higher prices placed upon Mongolian has seen more positive turns
since 2014. According to Deputy Minister for Mines Erdenebulgan, “Mongolia used to purchase
expensive petrol from Russia. For example, in November 2013 a ton of AI-92 petrol price was
$1,050 to $1,100 per ton on the International Commodity Exchange, but Mongolia paid 1380$,
some 200 to 300 dollars more expensive per ton. However, more recently Mongolia reached a
position where we can import Russian fuel at a market price”.[xxviii] The reasons for his
comments were that by early May 2014, Mongolia had re-negotiated with Russians to adhere to
Singaporean Commodity Exchange fuel price that was concluded in a bilateral protocol. He said
the impact is that “Russian Rosneft would supply us petroleum at $900 a ton and not the
previous $1,400”.[xxix] The Protocol has a positive impact for Mongolia not only from price



stability, but also in ensuring the long-term supply guarantee of the Russian fuel. In the protocol,
Rosneft committed to supply petroleum product worth of $1.3 billion for the period of five years.
The protocol supports the Russians to set up petroleum supply chain and undertake oil
exploration in Mongolia.In sum, Mongolia’s trade with the Russian Federation consists mostly of
petroleum trade - the Mongolian imports and dependency on Russian fuel, to be precise. The
1.5 million tons of petroleum in 2017 that Mongolia imported exceeded the 2016 amounts by 22
percent and forecasts show growing trends. Fuel is a crucial commodity and Mongolia is not in a
favorable spot from Mongolia’s dependency on Russia perspective.The situation is known well
by the Mongolian public, having firsthand experienced fuel shortage or sudden price increases.
In one Russian media, an article in 2013 was put echoing Mongolian sentiment when a
Mongolian said to Michailovna Aslamova, a prominent Russian journalist, that “We, Mongolians,
do not have sympathy for Russians anymore. The reason is you are continuously increasing your
prices…. everything is due to your export of petroleum at high prices”.[xxx]Russia’s position of
dominating Mongolian fuel market through high prices is supplemented by desire to maintain the
dependency status quo. Russia has expressed dissatisfaction any time Mongolia attempted to
reduce its fuel dependency. There are sarcastic comments noted in Russian media expressing
doubts when Mongolian government issued a decision to build an oil refinery in Mongolia’s
Dornogobi province at the Government of India’s soft loan since 2018.Another example of
Russia’s stance on this matter is also evident when oil shale development project was discussed
between Mongolia and the U.S. in 2012 without much outcome. Russian professor Sergey
Luzyanin is a Mongolia expert who works in the Oriental Studies Institute of Russian Federation.
He gave an interview to “Golos Rossiya” (Voice of Russia) on 9th September 2013 titled
“Western Gossip of Oil Shale Revolution Reaches Mongolia”. In this, he said that whilst
Mongolian authorities are actively advocating and supporting the idea of developing Mongolian
oil shale reserves, the ultimate hope is to encourage foreign investment at a time where the
investment has shrunk significantly.[xxxi] Luzyanin said, “Mongolia is hoping to eliminate
petroleum product dependency from Russia and is launching energy cooperation with third
neighbors. However, with absence of shale oil development technology and economic capability,
it is simply impossible. This is Mongolia’s utopian dream, as Mongolia will remain fuel dependent
from outside. In addition, Mongolian public do not understand that the project proposed by
Westerners on oil shale development will have serious negative impacts on the environment”.
Articles such as this are quite common and display a fundamental stance that Russia is not
supportive of Mongolia seeking collaboration on petroleum products, including the production of
natural gas, oil shale or coal projects in Mongolia along with other countries.In 2015, Mongolian
Prime Minister even acknowledged that Mongolia failed to solicit $200 million loan from the
Russian “VTB “Bank for paying petroleum import costs due to foreign exchange rate
fluctuation.Mongolia’s share in Russian fuel consumption is actually low. Mongolian columnist
Baabar estimates that our imports are less than the monthly loss of evaporation incurred to the
“Rosneft” company’s monthly production. Indeed, one would think that Mongolia and Russian



relations have significant potential to improve to a mutually advantageous position where current
tensions are resolved at working levels without further escalations.Regarding Mongolian
domestic crude oil reserves, some Western scholars have written that there is a high probability
of finding substantial resources in Mongolia, potentially sufficient oil reserves enough for
Mongolian domestic consumption of nearly 300 years. Positive geological and geophysical data
reported oil seeps throughout sedimentary basins, as well as recent oil discoveries, offer
explorers a rare opportunity to find significant reserves. However, for now, the country’s potential
remains unknown and further drilling and explorations are required. Some scholars have also
written that Mongolia can produce up to 30 percent of domestic consumption through own
resource use. Indeed, Mongolia has registered as an oil exploiting country and exported 1.2
million tons of oil in 2017.[xxxii] Mongolian senior officials are positive that Mongolian oil reserve
current figures are conservative. However, why are we not focusing on improving self-sufficiency
or diversification of import sources?Mongolia’s efforts to achieve import diversification is evident
from several historic events. During his official visit to the People’s Republic of China in October
2012, Mongolian Prime Minister N. Altankhuyag successfully negotiated signing of a
Memorandum of Understanding to increase the amount of oil supplied by the Chinese side.
During this time, Mongolia used to import up to 10,000 ton/month from the Southern neighbor.
Another positive outcome of the MOU was that in November 2015, extension of reloading liquid
cargo facility at the Zamyn–Uud border crossing was completed which enabled increase in trade
volume by 40,000 ton/month. Mongolia can now import petroleum from second and third
sources, which would create an advantage to reduce a single source dependency.Mongolia is
also actively seeking to tap into domestic reserves. For example, the government sought a one-
billion-dollar soft loan from the Exim Bank of India to build an oil refinery in Dornogovi aimag.
Taking into consideration the location of the deposit, infrastrucure and future logistics demands,
Government of Mongolia announced in early 2018 that Altanshiree soum of Dornogobi province
was selected as the final location of the refinery. The area comprises 150 hectares and is
positioned east of Sainshand. Not long after the announcement, railway and road construction
work commenced in the second quarter of 2018 in Altanshiree soum with aim to complete
construction in 2020.If we look at current state of oil production in Mongolia, the uncomfortable
reality is that currently there are only Chinese-owned companies producing oil in Mongolia. The
agreement is Mongolian government is entitled to 20 percent of exploited oil free of cost, and
can purchase the remaining 80 percent from the Chinese company at the international market
rate. This means the oil produced in Mongolia can be purchased back at import oil price and
Mongolia’s import dependency remains. The Chinese company might have the interest to refine
40 percent of the produced crude oil in own plants to reimburse cover its costs. For the
Altanshiree project to take off, the logistical infrastructure involving building over 600-kilometer-
long pipeline from the Buir Lake (where the crude oil is extracted) and pumped to the
Altanshiree soum of Dornogobi province along with power station to provide pumping points the
construction and maintenance costs will be high, potentially comparable to refinery construction



costs. This makes the refinery project sound elusive to function sustainably, particularly when
the Mongolian government must pay back foreign investment. Together with the Japanese,
Mongolia has also put in much effort in building a refinery with 2 million ton per annum capacity
in Darkhan city between 2011 and 2013 to meet the domestic consumption of Mongolia in
coming years. Despite several oil refinery projects being approved by different administrations
and with specific completion timeframes, they have not been successful.Former Mongolian
Prime Minister Sodnom proposed the Government in March 2018 that “a project for building a
refinery to process imported Russian crude oil has a chance of providing sustainable operations
given lower costs of building in Mongolia and operational efficiencies. Mongolia has significant
dependency on China in multiple sectors and it would be better to rely on Russian crude oil
rather than purchasing Mongolian refined oil from China at international market rate“.Judging
from the current circumstances and expected increased crude oil production in Mongolia but
challenges with infrastructure, high cost of building a refinery and current arrangement of buying
oil from China at market rate, the prospects are not promising in the short term. It is obvious that
we will be fuel dependent on Russia for some time. Given that we are not self-extracting or
processing crude oil, even if Mongolia diminishes Russian oversight in this sector, the
relationship can transition easily to Mongolia’s dependency on China for fuel supply.RailwayIn
early 21st century, the Russians lost their exclusive rights over the so-called “KWJD” or Eastern
Chinese Railways in Manchuria. Therefore, Russia built a parallel railway line with broader rails
in the eastern part of Mongolia in 1954, which was then connected with China. It is believed that
the project had been suggested by late Badmayev and Agvaan Khamba Lama of Buryatia in the
early 20th century. Half century later or in early 1950’s when this railway line construction was
completed, it used to be the shortest route binding Asia and Europe and consequentially
labelled as the “20th Century Silk Road”.The Russian Federation owns 50 percent of their share
in this railway line and has not interested to decrease its ownership. During the socialist system,
the Russians did not make substantive investment to this network, instead electrified, and
upgraded their own Trans-Siberian railways. Because of financial constraints, Mongolia could
not upgrade the infrastructure network either. Thus, the railway line was used mostly for
passenger transportation at financial loss. Only those railways that transport goods for exports
tend to be profitable.In the ‘good old times’, Russia’s main use of these railways was for
transportation of mineral resources out of its immediate friend, Mongolia. The Mongolian railway
lines consists of two line, with one extending to Erdenet copper mine and the other one
connecting to the Trans-Siberian railways to the Choibalsan city. Both of these lines were
primarily used to haul Mongolian primary mineral products, namely copper concentrate from
Erdenet and uranium from Dornod province. An additional railway line was later built linking with
Baganuur city in order to transport fluorspar from Bor-Undur and Baganuur coal to feed
Ulaanbaatar power stations.In an effort to change Russia’s stake in Mongolian railway assets,
the Mongolian side proposed a minor adjustment in Mongolia and Russian Joint Venture
Ulaanbaatar Tumurzam’s share to 51:49, but rejected by Russians. The comments made by Ms.



Galina Reznik, Ukrainian researcher, in 2009 ring true: “Whoever can partner in Mongolia’s
infrastructure-building projects, can become a master that is entitled to transport its assets to the
rest of the world”.[xxxiii] Even at a time of disintegration of the Soviet Union and twice during
economic defaults, Russia firmly maintained its stake in Ulaanbaatar Tumurzam (Ulaanbaatar
Railway) with no desire to share its shares to Mongolia. This is despite the fact that Ulaanbaatar
Tumurzam operates mainly at loss or marginal profits each year. Ulaanbaatar Tumurzam made
profits of $300,000 in 2007, half of which was shared with Russia. This suggests that Russia has
strategic interest in Mongolia’s railway infrastructure as a mean to affect the backbone of
Mongolia’s trade.On the other hand, Mongolian railway lines need ongoing maintenance and
upgrades. Russian Railways do not have sufficient resources to expand current lines or build
new routes in Mongolia without collaboration with China. Mongolian railway is lagging the
modern world transportation in terms of speed and management. When asked about the current
challenges of the Mongolian railway business, D. Ganbat, Minister for Roads and Transportation,
has said in 2016: “even though our railways offer the shortest route to deliver goods from China
to Europe, we need to enhance their travel speed and decrease tariffs. The 67 years old railways
are so outdated and with significant curves and roundabouts in our lines. Due to the design,
increasing travel speed on the current lines brings safety concerns and has spiked accidents.
We need to reroute several areas and upgrade our re-loading facilities because our service
tariffs are higher, and clients are currently experiencing delays in cargo reload. These are the
main drawbacks in using Mongolian railway. If we want to increase transit freight turn-over in
Mongolia, we must upgrade our railway and supporting infrastructure supported with more
flexible tariff policy”.Indeed, anyone who has taken a train ride in Mongolia knows that the
infrastructure built over 60 years ago is in dire need of fresh injection of funds and upgrades. For
instance, the travel speed in the Russian trains is an average of 67 kilometer an hour. On the
other hand, Mongolian trains travel at an average speed of 37 kilometer/hour, much slower than
a car. The lines appear near ancient if we consider railway sector development in China and
growing number of bullet trains than can safely transport passenger at over 300 kilometers an
hour. Additionally, Mongolian railway annual carrying capacity is 20 million tons, which is
criticized for not meeting potential customer demands. In sum, without upgrades and injection of
funds, Mongol Tumurzam cannot increase it’s carrying capacity.The Council of the Ulaanbaatar
Tumurzam holds annual sessions to review required maintenance and upgrade areas. It is worth
mentioning that over the last two decades and especially since 2014, there are some
incremental positive changes including technical renovations. For instance, the company-
renewed infrastructure on over 1,000-kilometer-long gauges and reorganized over 30 crossing
points to improve carrying capacity by 6 million tons.Many know that, considering the financial
and economic constraints to build railways for domestic needs, Mongolia had proposed a plan
to establish a new entity called “Mongolian Railways”, upgrade existing locomotives, and lay
down a parallel line through the support of $200 million from the U.S. Millennium Challenge
Account (MCA). However, Russians rejected the proposal expressing dissatisfaction and



suspicion to engage a third party. In return, Russians made a proposal in 2008 to uplift the
Mongolian-Russian joint venture without American involvement through introducing a $3 billion
project for building a parallel, electrified, high speed railway line fully financed by Russians. Both
sides had agreed that the Mongolian could own half of the stake by contributing with Tavan
Tolgoi coking coal.As a guarantee to this pledge, the Russian Railways company gave Mongolia
in autumn 2009 n a loan of 300 wagons for freight in January 2008 and $36 million as a soft loan
to finance renovation and construction of 108-kilometer-long railways from Mandal soum to
Davaany Ortoo. The agreement commits to renovating “Ulaanbaatar Tumurzam” and
constructing a new railway when Russia’s President Medvediev and Prime Minister Putin visited
Mongolia in 2009. Subsequently, we have jointly formed up a company called “Infrastructure
Development” to implement this project.Together with several external partners, this company
developed numerous foundational documents such as Concept and Guidelines for the
development of Railways infrastructure in Mongolia (engaging Boston Consulting Group),
Financial Concept for Railways Infrastructure Development in Mongolia with Ernst and Young
and Preliminary Feasibility Studies for the Constructing a Some New Railways. These
documents were of importance as background for adopting the State Policy for the Railways
Development in Mongolia by the State Great Khural (Parliament) of Mongolia. Later, “RJD”
company - the Russian side’s founder requested Mongolia to own the Mongolian share and
expressed interests to be involved in projects for the Ulaanbaatar Tumurzam’s renovation of and
building of new railways through its Infrastructure Development” Company.Yakunin requested
that all future railways projects are undertaken through the “Ulaanbaatar Tumurzam” company.
Yakunin also stressed that both sides need to own 50/50 percent of all the new roads to be built
in the future.In sum, Russian position partially signals that they refuse Mongolia to be
independent or to collaborate with a third state in building Mongolian railways. Russians want all
railway infrastructure in Mongolia will have to in line with Russian rail standards of broader
gauges and not the international standard. The design proposal created significant pressure on
Mongolia to yield despite preferring to maintain international rail standards for future
trade.Mongolian 1,520-millimeter broad gauge dates back the Soviet-era. On the other hand,
Mongolia’s main trade partner China, uses the slightly smaller 1,435-millimeter standard gauge,
which is 85 millimeters narrower. Currently, most coal from Mongolian mines is transported to
the Chinese border by trucks on paved roads. The railroad would be a less costly shipping
method, but until now, a tiny difference in the spacing of rails has made this a less viable option.
This minor detail represents a huge technical barrier between the two countries, since each train
crossing the border is forced to make long stops to change the wheels.Mongolia’s challenge as
a landlocked country is that we are several hundred kilometers away from the sea. Mongolia’s
current only coal export route is via China’s Baotou in Inner Mongolia, which is world’s major
centers of metallurgical industry. If Mongolian railway has Russian rails, the transition from
broader to more narrow rails would cost up to $3 per ton of coal for reloading. Let us compare
against countries where reloading is not required. Australia ships its coal to Japan for less than



$10 per ton. It is therefore clear that the incompatibility to rail design will for future business and
thus reduce the allure to use Mongolian railway.In its proposal, Russian Railways’ management
team also offered Mongolia to access its 5,000 kilometers long route to transport Mongolian coal
through Eastern Siberia to the Vanino port on the Pacific Ocean shore. However, the port
operates on seasonal basis and shut through the freezing Siberian winter. Many argue that the
line could be viable for transporting Mongolia’s gold exports, but not coal. The added challenge
is Russia is a competitor to Mongolia as export country, with customers Japan, South Korea,
and China. It is therefore understandable that Russia does not have the desire to reduce own
presence and coal sales by enabling Mongolia’s access to these markets.Unfortunately,
Mongolia wasted six precious years that could have been spend on railway line constructions.
Instead, we were engulfed in domestic bickering around rail design suitable for Mongolia and on
how to respond to Russian pressure. Sadly, the not a single meter of railway built independently
in the heat of these debates. The sad outcome is in the end Russia declined to take part in
Mongolia’s new railways project.Several Russian visits are worth noting here. In 2013 and 2018,
President of the Russian Railways Union and his successor Belozerov and in 2014 Secretary of
the Security Council of the Russian Federation visited Mongolia. During the bilateral high-level
meetings held in 2014, 2015 and 2018. In particular, discussions were held with President
Putin’s during his visit in 2014 and 2017 in Mongolia. Upgrade costs, responsibility and future
ownership topics were covered, including using together with China as a tripartite infrastructure
to increase its economic return. However, to date no concrete decision have been made.The
Chinese side have maintained much interest in development of the Russia-Mongolian railway
story because Mongolian territory offers the shortest route for China’s access to Russia. In 2016
and after some 12 years, Russia restarted the transport of its crude oil via Mongolia to China. As
part of this, the Russian side offered concessional tariff to our transit freight of mineral export.
These are positive steps. Thanks to Rosneft’s transit transportation of 6 million ton of petroleum
products in 2016 and 2017, Mongolian revenue grew considerably. The increasing good transit
through Mongolia has grown year after year – from 167 trains in 2016 to 400 trains in
2017. Lushnikov, Deputy Minister for Transportation of the Russian Federation came to
Mongolian in 2018 April. Following this, President’s Special Envoy on Far Eastern region and
Minister for Far Eastern Development Trutnev’s visit and had preliminary agreement for giving
concessional tariff on transit transportation of the Mongolia’s export of mining products. Two
months later, Mongolian Road and Transport Minister Bat-Erdene and Russian counterpart
Detrikh signed an agreement between the two governments on terms and conditions of transit
transportation of Mongolian goods through the Russian territory. Ministry members conclude
that the outcome of this agreement is “…an outcome of nine years of negotiations, a historical
success by which tariffs for the Mongolian freight transiting through the Russian territory on
railways was reduced by 40 percent. Additional opportunity of 25 years tariff concession for the
Mongolian export goods through the Vladivostok port to the East by the Russian railways is also
being opened to the country. This agreement has multiple benefits for Mongolia in transporting



Mongolian goods through the Russian territory in particular to the Far East”.[xxxiv]Although the
New Railways project was left aside due to economic crisis in 2012, companies such as
coalmine Aspire Mining have been working to prepare feasibility studies for 542-kilometer-long
railway line from Ovoot Mine in Tsetserleg soum of Khuvsgul province towards Erdenet city. The
management of the Northern Railways, a sister company of the Aspire Mining, informed Minister
for Road and Transportation Development in early 2018 that their preparation will be completed
in late 2018. The plan is to kick off railway construction in early 2019. They have also told the
Minister to continue the construction and establish the route up until the Mongolian border point
Artsat to connect with the Russian railways through $1.25 billion project financing together with
the “China Gezhouba Group International” (CGGC) company of China. The project will benefit
Russia as they started mining the large coking coal reserves of Tsagaantolgoi in Russia’s Tuva,
which is adjacent to Mongolia’s northern border, and can be potentially exported to China
through the Mongolia of interest. This deposit in the Russian Tuva is not far from Mongolia’s
Ovoot mine and the railway will enable easy connection, thus contributing to Mongolia’s
infrastructure development and future trade.



Anna B, “A highly recommended read!. This was an informative book that covers relations
between the three countries, specifically addressing challenges Mongolia faces. A highly
recommended read!”
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